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What is unawareness? 
As I’m using the term, it refers to unknown unknowns

Example: moving to Sweden

When I moved to Stockholm, I learned that 
the island of Riddarholmen lies west of 
Gamla Stan. 

Prior to this point:
• I didn’t believe, disbelieve, suspend…
• I had no credence…
• I didn’t suspect, hope, wonder…

 I had no attitude to this proposition
 I was simply unaware of it
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Unawareness is everywhere!

Prosaic Grand
 Travelling

• Places
• Cuisines

 Childhood education
 Meeting new people
 Neglected alternatives
 …

 Scientific discoveries
• New theories

 Technological inventions
• Use follows invention

 Alien life?
 X risks?
 …
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For simplicity, I’ll assume a compatible subjective consequentialism
The ought is subjective, relative to the credences the agent ought to have
Evaluation of “best” is via expected value, or some risk-sensitive generalisation 

(or perhaps some ambiguity-sensitive generalisation)

Longtermism (deontic, strong)1

What is longtermism?

In the most important decision situations facing agents today,
(i) One ought to choose an option that is near-best for the far future.
(ii) One ought to choose an option that delivers much larger benefits in the far future than 
in the near future.

1. Greaves, H and MacAskill, W. (June 2021)The Case for Strong Longtermism, GPI working paper
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Challenge to longtermism from unawareness

Time

Expect (relevant) unawareness to increase into the future
e.g., Stone Age effective altruist
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I propose understanding this in terms of higher-
order uncertainty
Higher-order evidence: For some proposition of interest 𝑃𝑃, something is higher-

order evidence about 𝑃𝑃 when 
 it is not evidence for/against 𝑃𝑃 directly but rather 
 Evidence for a proposition about 𝑃𝑃, such as “It is rational to believe 𝑃𝑃”

Typically, cases which cast doubt on cognitive processes which lead to initial 
judgement
Wacky philosophy cases: hypoxia, drugs, brain-fogging demons
 Real life cases: beliefs which are problematically due to school or family background, 

recognition of biases, recognising one was in grip of a cult or conspiracy

Higher-order doubt is a situation in which
• One justifiably witholds judgment on which attitude to 𝑃𝑃 is justified
• ...regardless of one’s actual attitude to 𝑃𝑃
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A bit more on higher-order doubt
 I will use the result that higher-order doubt should lead to losing justification in 

the first-order judgement1

 Typical result: there is no rationally justified attitude to have in 𝑃𝑃
 (Language of justification of attitude because: hard to spell out technically in Bayesian 

framework and crucially I’m concerned about viability of reflexive Bayesian reasoning)

One common thought in literature is that the first-order evidence is not that 
helpful once there is serious reason for higher-order doubt (so-called 
“Independence” principles)
 Applying the same cognitive process to the same body of evidence is suspect, now that you 

have reason to doubt the efficacy of that process

1. Alexander, David. (2013). ‘The Problem of Respecting Higher-Order Doubt’. Philosopher’s Imprint 13(18)
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Higher-order doubt about longtermism
 Judgement of interest: “I ought to do A”, where A is a LT intervention and is 

compared to B, C, ...
• At first order: we do our reasoning, identify possibilities we are worried about 

and interventions against them, gather and assess evidence, make judgment
• HO evidence: 

• But we know that in principle there are unconsidered possibilities, many of which we’re 
unable to conceive of due to conceptual gaps

• In the past, such new possibilities have changed our credences and reversed our 
preferences

• Worsens into the future, so as longtermists we’re suscpetible to this kind of failure

• So: we doubt the reasoning process behind our decision – not relative to some 
alternative, but as an entire exercise
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The challenge to longtermism
Longtermism has attached itself to a particular theory of rationality for handling 

uncertainty—roughly, Bayesianism
 Reasonable! In the presence of uncertainty, we attach our theory of rightness to our rational 

theory of uncertainty
 Being rational means agents aren’t blameworthy when they don’t do the right thing
 This is a decision under uncertainty, so do whatever rationality dictates there
 The reason “ex ante” is defined as “expected value” or modification is because those are 

rational responses to uncertainty, according to this theory of rational choice

But if we lose our rational justification for these judgements, due to higher-order 
doubt, the bottom drops out of our theory of rightness
We now say things like: “This LT intervention is best, but I am not justified in believing that it 

is best”
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Higher-order doubt is sensitive to the timescale 
Unawareness increases into the future
So, this higher-order uncertainty plagues long-termists to a greater degree than 

it does short-termists
When we compare judgements:

 “Longtermist intervention A has large expected benefits”
 “Shorttermist intervention B has moderate expected benefits”

The LT-judgement is subject to this doubt in a way that the ST-judgement isn’t
This, I think, captures some of the short-termist intuition that near-term 

evaluations (e.g., by GiveWell) are more reliable than the speculative 
mathematics we can do about the long-term
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Can’t we be Bayesian about this?
Perhaps, but so far I think the problem has been under-appreciated
Discussions which precisify and formalise the problem of cluelessness often 

leave unawareness out
Greaves1 and Mogensen2 propose using imprecise probabilities
Mogensen2 and Thorstad3 describe cluelessness as Knightian uncertainty, “ignorance of a 

kind so deep that our evidence does not warrant assigning precise probabilities to all 
relevant contingencies.”

This is “cluelessness as ambiguity”
As a model of rationality, Imprecise Bayesianism still presupposes complete 

awareness, as does this framing of ambiguity
Mathematically, a fixed algebra of propositions is the domain of each of the probability 

functions which together represent the agent’s belief state

1. “Cluelessness”, (2016). Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society 116 (3)
2. “Maximal cluelessness”, (2021). Philosophical Quarterly 71 (1)
3. “Heuristics for clueless agents: how to get away with ignoring what matters most in ordinary decision-making” GPI Working Paper No. 2-2020
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Wrong framing of the problem
The issue is not assigning precise or imprecise probabilities (or utilities)
But rather: we are aware of our unawareness, so we expect that there are whole 

possibilities and outcomes we haven't factored into our reasoning

 It might be that one’s probabilities for 𝑠𝑠1 and 𝑠𝑠2 should be imprecise, but that’s 
sort of beside the point
What are the probabilities and utilities associated with 𝑠𝑠3 to 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛? Can we account 

for them? 

State 1 State 2 State 3 ... State N

Description Description ? ... ?

P(S1) P(S2) ? ... ?

Act 1 U(O11) U(O12) U(?) ... U(?)

Act 2 U(O21) U(O22) U(?) ... U(?)
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Bayesianism cannot handle unawareness
Probabilism Conditioning

 Partial beliefs should be 
representable by a probability 
function over the relevant space 
of possibilities

 Two problems
• Priors for everything

𝑃𝑃 𝐴𝐴 ≥ 0,∀𝐴𝐴 ∈ ℱ
• Representation of uncertainty

0 < 𝑃𝑃 𝐴𝐴 < 1

 Upon learning something, these 
beliefs should be updated by 
conditioning

 To learn about 𝐸𝐸 requires a prior 
for 𝐸𝐸
• Bayes

𝑄𝑄 𝐴𝐴 = 𝑃𝑃(𝐴𝐴|𝐸𝐸)
• Jeffrey
𝑄𝑄 𝐴𝐴 = 𝑄𝑄(𝐸𝐸)𝑃𝑃(𝐴𝐴|𝐸𝐸) + 𝑄𝑄(¬𝐸𝐸)𝑃𝑃(𝐴𝐴|¬𝐸𝐸)

Natural to say that if the agent is unaware of a proposition 𝐵𝐵 ∉ ℱ
 Bayesianism will need to be extended. What norms govern learning that 𝐵𝐵 or 𝑄𝑄(𝐵𝐵)?
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Recent proposals from Greaves and MacAskill
1. Use coarse-grained models, motivated by unawareness of some fine-graining. Future 

refinements analogous to future evidence

2. Include a catch-all proposition. “This does nothing to undermine the ex ante rationality 
of decisions taken on the basis of one’s existing assessments”

3. Accept that there may be better options. Irrelevant to rationality of assessments we 
have conducted

I take it that these are conscious responses to conscious unawareness, and are therefore 
meant to dispel the higher-order uncertainty by internalising it in the model.

Set aside (3). (1) and (2) problematic because they treat unawareness as solely an 
epistemic issue, when there is a significant accompanying preference/value issue.

Greaves, H and MacAskill, W. (June 2021)The Case for Strong Longtermism, GPI working paper
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Proposal 1: Hedge!
Use coarse-grained models, motivated by unawareness of some fine-graining. 
Future refinements analogous to future evidence.

Quite good at dealing with future refinements from an epistemic perspective

Action Comedy

𝑃𝑃(𝐴𝐴) 𝑃𝑃(𝐶𝐶)

Go to cinema OK Fun!

Stay home OK OK

“Action” “Comedy”

ℙ("𝐴𝐴") ℙ("𝐶𝐶")

Go to cinema ? ?

Stay home OK OK

Action Comedy

RomCom Slapstick

Go to cinema OK Fun! Bleg

Stay home OK OK OK
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Proposal 2: Expect the unexpected!
Include a catch-all proposition. “This does nothing to undermine the ex ante 
rationality of decisions taken on the basis of one’s existing assessments”

Action Comedy

𝑃𝑃(𝐴𝐴) 𝑃𝑃(𝐶𝐶)

Go to cinema OK Fun!

Stay home OK OK

Action Comedy Mystery

𝑃𝑃′(𝐴𝐴) 𝑃𝑃′(𝐶𝐶) 𝑃𝑃′(𝑀𝑀)

Go to cinema OK Fun! Bleg

Stay home OK OK OK

Action Comedy ??

𝑃𝑃′(𝐴𝐴) 𝑃𝑃′(𝐶𝐶) 𝜖𝜖

Go to cinema OK Fun! ??

Stay home OK OK ??
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Some details of the catch-all proposal
 ”Catch all” propositions

• Rational injunction: always leave a little bit extra for ”something else happens”
• Modelling consequence: agents do have priors for everything! 

For every ”partition” 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖=1,…,𝑛𝑛, ∑𝑖𝑖 𝑃𝑃 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 = 1 − 𝜖𝜖, and 𝑃𝑃 ? = 𝜖𝜖
Learning something unexpected involves ”splitting off” or ”refining” the catch all 

proposition
• Prior: 𝑃𝑃 ? = 𝜖𝜖
• Become aware of proposition 𝜉𝜉
• Split off some probability for 𝜉𝜉, 𝑃𝑃 𝜉𝜉 = 𝛿𝛿,𝑃𝑃 ? = 𝜖𝜖 − 𝛿𝛿
• Psychologically: resolving ”something else” into ”this thing 𝜉𝜉” and ”something else else”
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Good for interpretation
Works OK for the interpretative project, where we rationalise people’s observed 

behaviour, especially in the face of expected awareness growth

Not much use for action-guidance, or ex ante evaluation...

Example: Solar Radiation Management (Steele and Stefánsson)  

“Suppose that the policy-maker reasons that if any of the events 𝐸𝐸1 to 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛 obtain, then she would 
prefer implementing SRM rather than abstaining. Still, because the policy-maker anticipates, or is 
at least open to the possibility of, awareness growth by expansion if SRM is implemented (as 
represented by the subjective catch-all), she finds SRM to be so risky that she prefers to abstain all 
things considered… Then we can, in this case, infer from her preferences that the expected utility 
of implementing SRM, given the catch-all, ??, is sufficiently negative, compared to the expected 
utility of not implementing SRM given ??, such that SRM is not worth the risk all-things-
considered.” (2021, 92-93)
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But what about the values?

 Probabilities may be imprecise

 𝜖𝜖 is some finite value, probabilities normalise

Can be imprecise, so at the limit 𝑃𝑃 ? ? = [0,1]
 But what about utilities?!

Unclear to me how the epistemic proposal 
helps

Action Comedy

𝑃𝑃(𝐴𝐴) 𝑃𝑃(𝐶𝐶)

Go to cinema OK Fun!

Stay home OK OK

Action Comedy Mystery

𝑃𝑃′(𝐴𝐴) 𝑃𝑃′(𝐶𝐶) 𝑃𝑃′(𝑀𝑀)

Go to cinema OK Fun! Bleg

Stay home OK OK OK

Action Comedy ??

𝑃𝑃′(𝐴𝐴) 𝑃𝑃′(𝐶𝐶) 𝜖𝜖

Go to cinema OK Fun! ??

Stay home OK OK ??
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Can we go imprecise again?
There are decision theories for imprecise value, e.g., Bradley’s1

Agent’s described by a set { 𝑃𝑃,𝑉𝑉 }, defined on a restricted algebra, with 
𝐴𝐴 ≽ 𝐵𝐵 ⇔ ∀𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 ,𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 𝐴𝐴 ≥ 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖(𝐵𝐵)

So, put ranges onto all outcomes, and look for suitable decision rules

𝑠𝑠1′ 𝑠𝑠2′

[𝑝𝑝1, 𝑞𝑞1] [𝑝𝑝1, 𝑞𝑞1]

𝐴𝐴1 [𝑢𝑢11, 𝑣𝑣11] [𝑢𝑢21, 𝑣𝑣21]

𝐴𝐴2 [𝑢𝑢12, 𝑣𝑣12] [𝑢𝑢12, 𝑣𝑣12]

1. Bradley, Richard. (2017) Decision Theory with a Human Face. Cambridge University Press. Ch.12
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Imprecise values
 But again, unclear what happens to catch-all
 If we’re thinking about long-termist interventions concerned with x-risks, then we may 

have a salient lower bound for value of outcomes: extinction
 But what happens if our “something else” always has possible extinction?

Need to understand what kinds of decision theories can even make sense of choices 
like this
May require not being excessively ambiguity/risk averse, otherwise the extremal points 

of the catch-all will dominate

𝑠𝑠1′ 𝑠𝑠2′ ??

[𝑝𝑝1, 𝑞𝑞1] [𝑝𝑝1, 𝑞𝑞1] [0,1]

𝐴𝐴1 [𝑢𝑢11, 𝑣𝑣11] [𝑢𝑢21, 𝑣𝑣21] [−𝑋𝑋, 𝑣𝑣11]

𝐴𝐴2 [𝑢𝑢12, 𝑣𝑣12] [𝑢𝑢12, 𝑣𝑣12] [−𝑋𝑋, 𝑣𝑣11]
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Conclusion
Conscious unawareness poses an intuitive challenge to longtermism
One way of understanding this: higher-order doubt

More severely affects long- rather than short-term decisions

Part of cluelessness, but insufficiently treated in the literature
How to account for it is a difficult question

 Some proposals for the epistemic portion of the problem exist
 Unclear at present how to address the value portion

To explore
 Engineering safety approaches to robust risk reduction (Jebari, Hansson)
Do different EA strategies fair differently against this challenge? Invest, Research, etc.
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Thank you!
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Backup
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The cluelessness problem for consequentialism
Also called the “epistemic challenge” to consequentialism

Cluelessness

Suppose that we are trying to determine which of two policies to implement. We think hard 
about various potential consequences, gather evidence, conduct studies, and stand ready 
to make a decision. However:
 There are unmeasured effects, their contributions are important, perhaps (likely?) more 

important than the measured effects
 The further into the future these effects are, the harder they are to measure
 Future, unforeseen effects matter just as much as near-term, foreseeable effects
We know that the real accounting, from a god’s-eye-view, looks very different from what 
we’re up to and the stuff we’re leaving out is most important to the real evaluation. 
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The problem is uncertainty
Uncertainty: umbrella term for any epistemic situation in which an agent lacks 

information, e.g., about what will happen in the future

But what kind of uncertainty is at issue?
Risk: quantified uncertainty, typically describes situation in which we have 

identified possibilities and assigned them probabilities, which are taken as given 
in situations of risk
Ambiguity (aka Knightian Uncertainty): uncertainty in which some or all 

possibilities are not measurable; characterised by reasonable disagreement over 
probabilities
Unawareness: uncertainty about the space of possibilities
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Surely, all kinds? 
Options, possibilities, probability assignments, value assignments

Recent informal discussions of the problem make this clear
 Kagan mentions “unforeseen and unforeseeable” side-effects1

 Lenman is interested in “butterfly effect” and identity-affecting consequences, which we 
have no clue about2

 Feldman specifically discusses agents not knowing all possible outcomes to actions3

But technical discussions of the problem tend to situate it in a decision theoretic 
framework which is 
 Primarily suited to discussing risk
 Adaptable to discussing ambiguity
 Inadequate for discussing unawareness

What kind of uncertainty is cluelessness? 

1. Kagan, S.  (1998), Normative Ethics. (Dimensions of Philosophy). Routledge. p.65
2. Lenman, J. (2000), Consequentialism and Cluelessness, Philosophy & Public Affairs 29(4), p.349
3. Feldman, Fred. (2006) ‘Actual Utility, the Objection from Impracticality, and the Move to Expected Utility’. Philosophical Studies  129(1) p.57
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Steele and Stefánsson prove the following theorem:1

So, you shouldn’t expect any chance
There is a similar argument for preference
This is a synchronic argument, governing the agent’s attitudes now, given their 

expectation of awareness growth

Maybe we don’t need to worry about it?

Awareness Reflection

For any awareness context and any proposition 𝐴𝐴 (in that context), if you predict that 
between now and time 𝑡𝑡, the only thing that happens is that you gain more awareness, 
then your current credence in 𝐴𝐴 should equal your currently expected credence in A for 
time t (if the latter is well-defined). Conversely, your currently expected credence in A for 
time t should (if well-defined) equal your current credence in 𝐴𝐴.

1. Steele, Katie, and H. Orri Stefánsson. (forthcoming 2021) Beyond Uncertainty. Cambridge University Press
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Maybe we don’t need to worry about it?
 In the face of mere awareness growth, Reverse Bayesianism tells us that you 

ought to preserve ratios between your current credences
Suppose 𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵 are familiar propositions, you become aware of some new 

propositions 𝒞𝒞, and your probabilities thus change from 𝑃𝑃 to 𝑃𝑃+, then:
𝑃𝑃+ 𝐴𝐴
𝑃𝑃+ 𝐵𝐵

=
𝑃𝑃 𝐴𝐴
𝑃𝑃 𝐵𝐵

 In particular, if ⁄𝑃𝑃(𝐴𝐴) 𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵) > 1 it will remain so
 (This doesn’t deny that learning evidence, about 𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵 or 𝒞𝒞 will change your 

beliefs)
As comparisons of this sort are often helpful in making decisions, doesn’t this 

give us some hope?
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But: Bayesianism is bad at reasoning about itself
Compare:

1. Bayesians assign probability 1 to converging on the truth, given enough evidence
2. Bayesians assign probability 1 to merging opinions with other Bayesians, …

Neither of these is guaranteed to happen, and indeed the conditions for them 
are quite farfetched

1. Requires that the Bayesian doesn’t assign zero probability to the “wrong” event
2. Requires that the relevant Bayesians are mutually absolutely continuous (agree on zero 

probability events)

"From the point of view of an omniscient observer, the self-congratulatory 
success of the Bayesian method is hollow.”1

1. Earman, John. (1992). Bayes or Bust: A Critical Examination of Bayesian Confirmation Theory. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, p.148
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